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The question is: Where can I register my marriage? Answer : Marriage can be registered in any parish (zoned) office of Pimpri - Chinchwad Municipal Corporation. Print question: Where can I get a marriage registration form? Answer : It is available in the CFC-interested Ward office. It can also be downloaded
www.pcmcindia.gov.in and downloads. Where can I apply for marriage registration? Answer: Fully filled in form (Form D) can be transferred by anyone to the bride/groom/witness marriage, between 10.30 and 13.30 at the CFC-interested Ward Office. The question is: What is the main condition for marriage registration?
Answer : a.Either bride or groom must be PCMC residents. The marriage was to take place in Maharashtra. Print question: What documents are needed to register a marriage? The answer is: a. Certified/notary copies of the school, leaving the bride and groom's certificate as proof of the date of birth, or a certificate from
10 - 12 standard exam or driver's license or passport b. Certified/notary copies of food cards/driver's license/passport/electricity bill with the name of those interested in the account/ phone account BSNL / Id card of the state agency / Electoral ID photo as residence proof of the bride C. Business card for marriage. Press
question: What can I do if the invitational calling card for marriage is not available? Answer: If the marriage invitation card is not available, you must file an affidavit in the prescribed form. Also, one photo of the wedding ceremony (showing the bride and groom together) must be attached. Printing question: What papers
are needed if the bride or groom is divorced? Answer : A certified copy of court orders on the legal separation of the bride/groom is not required if the bride or groom is divorced. What papers are needed to register a widow's remarriage? Answer: A death certificate for a deceased husband/wife is required. The question
is: What other evidence is being used to establish the solemnity of marriage? Answer : Priest/Bhataji/Purohit/Kazi in Form 7, with a dated signature in the form of marriage registration is not required. The question is: How much stamp duty should be paid to register a marriage? Answer : Rs. 100 Court fee stamped along
with marriage registration form required to register a marriage. The question is: What documents are needed to register Muslim marriages? Answer : Kazi's information with a dated signature, in column no. 7 is not required, in accordance with the Muslim Personal (law) Act - 1937. A proven copy of Nikahnama is also
required. If Nikanam is in Urdu, it is a Marathi translation (as far as possible), and if it is in another language, translation into either Marathi or English is necessary. this translation with Kazi's signature on it should be The question is: How long is it taken to make an appointment to register a marriage? Answer: A date of
15 days is given to register the marriage, after filing and checking the completed questionnaire, along with the necessary documents. Press question : Is it necessary for the bride and groom to remain married? Answer : The bride, groom and three witnesses must physically remain present in order to register the
marriage. The Marriage Certificate in Pimpri Chinchwad is part of the visa process. Thus, making the verification procedure feasible has become important for the purpose of customer convenience. Marriage certificate is one of the most significant responsibilities that must be checked from the list during a trip to visit
abroad soon. It has gravity as it will define and obvious your legitimacy. Certificate of confirming institutions in Pimpri Chinchwad offer this kind of certification with fast and authentic services. A marriage certificate is checked to verify the authenticity of a document that is required abroad. You usually need to prove to
other countries that you are legally married. This is useful in obtaining a visa for a family residence or sponsorship for the spouse. These documents are required for further processing by the extradition authorities. Authentication of this certification may be issued by the country in which the marriage took place. Reliable
verification services are very limited. The PEC provides verification and apostasy services for all three types of documents - personal, educational and commercial documents. At PEC we provide you with genuine and quick documents confirming that you would prefer us again next time. PEC is preferred for many when it
comes to marriage certificate services in India. PEC is a certified agency that has courier options too to suit your convenience and is sure to be one of the best verification services. We know that a marriage certificate is a lengthy process. As it has been decentralized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (IPU), branch and
RPO secretariats now have permission to verify the document before it is eventually verified and stamped by IPU officials. Below is the Marriage Certificate procedure in Pimpri Chinchwad: Notary certification is performed up to all other proedures related to the course of action. It is purchased from a local notary, usually
in the form of a signature and stamp as well. A notary is the very first necessity of any certification process related to the law. This is the first step in checking India's personal and educational documents. The home department is certified for personal documents by the Ministry of the Interior. Legalization of personal
documents marriage certificate, death certificate, birth certificate. The Home Office is solely for certification for personal documents and the authorities apointed are the only allowed to certify documents. This is the second stage of the legalization of personal documents. SDM Attestation Subdia Divisional Magistrate is an
alternative for the Home Office and, in rare cases, for the WGD as well. Although some authorities strictly ordered HRD to testify about education. The magistrate is autonomous from the state's main government and operates separately. MEA Stamp MEA or Ministry of Foreign Affairs is the last level of legalization from
the government of the country, after which the document applies the MEA stamp. The MEA is the central department that deals with the country's foreign affairs. Embassy Testimony This is carried out by officials of the interested country documents are legalized for. This is the last certification step for most countries after
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The time required is based on various aspects, such as which country you need to testify for, or some kind of paperwork, or the state you need it in. Typically, it will take 15 days to 25 days to complete. However, it can still stretch to a few weeks more than a month. The total time will
continue to depend on the aspects stated earlier. The Marriage Certificate Of Charges in Pimpri Chinchwad changes from country to country and from state to state. This can be influenced even by the extreme of the requirement, as well as from the place where the documents were distributed. The costs of the certificate
can be reasonable or high and can still vary depending on additional utilities, such as supporting documents with maintenance to pick up and discard. To find out the exact birth certification fees at Pimpri Chinchwad, call us now. PEC has been operating for more than 6 years and has acquired the name of the best
services in India. We have developed this ability and credit all thanks to the support and experience that we have achieved over the years. Let's show you how we can help you with the best services: Fast and reliable service Tools are reliable and legitimate, we provide quick certification for your documents. We are
commissioned and are in the trust of our customers. Free fee and drop service Our utilities will collect documents from your location and provide them back to you after the process. You have to be provided with the fastest and fastest amenities. The availability of services across India has been defined for more than half
a decade and now has offices across the country that makes its customers better services. We even provide the means documents of all kinds. 24'7 Customer Service Contact us at any time of day or night and we will stick to your requests and assist them. the team is receptive and persistent, providing the best help for
the answers they need. We, in our company, have top quality services with authenticity. Precision and experience are guaranteed. Customer Convenience Customers are essential to us and we are savvy technology to make our utilities easy for our customers. We maintain transparency progress with our customers and
there is no hidden cost. PEC services help to make the various procedures required often much more convenient confirmation of customer satisfaction. We guarantee that we provide a variety of authentic services, with 24-7 available team and amiable service. All you have to do is fill in the details of the object that you
need; Download and submit original documents. make a transaction online and you did. While you are resting, we will provide you with verified certificates and translated documents in accordance with your requirement. 1 2 3 Very good and quick service - Devjani and her team were very polite! Neelam Raysoni is very
good service. I've been getting updates continuously through email. So I never had to watch. Invoice in the mail. The documents were made on time. Very well behaved and polite staff. This was the second time I had used their services and would have recommended them Shoeb Sayyed Highly Recommended By Sonal
Tanawade Fast Request PEC Attestation, Apostolic and Translation Services Address: B/17, Mahalaxmi Height, Beyond Pimpri Central Mall Morewadi, Pimpri Colony Pune, Maharashtra 411018 Phone: 895658573 Email: inquiry@pecattestation.com inquiry@pecattestation.com
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